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Rice is undoubtedly the most important crop in the Lao People's Democratic Republic and, therefore, can exploit polarization signatures of the imaged scatters for obtaining 58 more information about the scatter's structure (Bamler, 2000 (Fig. 1) . However, only 10 of 128 these results were significant. Observations at the investigated fields indicated that 129 non-significance was partly caused by deep water or weeds (see Fig. 3 ). (Table 1) . Fig. 2a and Table 1 shows that BSC and LAI had a closer 141 correlation at the fields where BSC and DAT had a significant correlation. These results
142
suggest that the possibility of estimating LAI is dependent on location and that the 148 Fig. 2b demonstrates that BSC was also correlated with NDVI (r = 0.574, p < 0.001).
149
Although LAI and NDVI displayed a nonlinear relationship (Fig. 2c) , no distinct 150 difference was observed in the relationship between BSC and LAI and that between 151 BSC and NDVI (Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b and N levels, which is a major indicator of soil fertility and consequent rice production 161 in the study area. These facts suggest that soil fertility and rice productivity could be 162 estimated from BSC even though LAI cannot be directly estimated from BSC.
163
Although LAI ordinarily shows curvilinear growth such as sigmoid, this study 164 estimated the growth rate by a linear function (Eq. 1) according to Hirooka et al. (2015) .
165
The linear growth indicates that the observation was conducted after exponential growth 166 and before saturated growth. Low LAI (see Fig. 3a ) may help rice to keep linear growth 167 of LAI before heading. To follow rice growth more precisely, more frequent 168 measurements are necessary especially just after transplanting and around heading. 
